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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

Weekend news headlines say the G-20 Summit dinner meeting between President Trump and China’s 

President Xi Jinping went well, and a “truce” was called on new tariffs. 

“China will agree to purchase a not yet agreed upon, but very 

substantial, amount of agricultural, energy, industrial, and 

other product from the United States to reduce the trade 

imbalance between our two countries,” it said. 

“China has agreed to start purchasing agricultural product 

from our farmers immediately.” 

Markets opened sharply higher Sunday but have since faded back a bit. The word “immediately” in the 

above Reuters article really jumps out at you. The actual agreement only calls for postponing for three 

months the Jan. 1 deadline on additional new tariffs.  

Here’s a 30-minute Jan soybeans chart, with beans about 13c off their opening spike high, but still up 

about 16c from Friday’s close. How much of this gap will be filled tonight?  is an interesting question. 

 

 

But back to that word “immediately”. I think we can define that as “by mid-March”. That should give 

everyone enough time to sort out what’s real, and what’s not. 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your 

business.  My disclaimer remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but I 

believe you should: 1.be willing to store your wheat, 2. apply 30# of N at planting, and if it’s a wet 

spring, re-apply 30# 3. don’t sell wheat to elevators who do not post protein scales, up and down 
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This is the daily Jan bean chart, with Sunday’s action so far included. I’m showing the new blue line from 

Friday’s new 11-week higher close, and the previous 2 blue lines, mainly to point out that cascading blue 

lines exist. (We’ve only seen cascading red lines recently…) This is the third blue line, which means 

Momentum Funds are covering their short positions, and creating new long positions. 

 

The chart shows some old resistance might be expected around $9.32 (end of Last July), but IF China 

actually starts buying USA beans again, I’d look for a move up to about $10.00. 

Most USA beans to China ship from the PNW, and typically trade for a shipment period several months 

out, which fits with my mid-March timeline, although I believe fobbing capacity exists for as early as late 

Jan, or certainly early Feb. 

Anyways…the market will want to see FAS announce some beans to China export sales soon, but why 

would China want to pay the current tariffs on top of Ten Dollar Beans Instead of just buying more South 

American beans? 

 

We don’t want to get too logical or overthink this thing…as Politics are clearly involved…but for now, a 

likely scenario is beans extend this rally until Funds have covered all shorts and have gone long and built 

sizable positions. THEN…who knows? We should be closer to USA planting season, and if all of that plays 

out as written, the USA producer will have to make a tough decision. Are $10 beans real, again, and 

everything is back to “normal”? If so, he’ll plant ‘em big time. 

It’s going to be a more interesting Spring than it appeared. 
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Here’s the updated 11-week Closing Futures table, with some new columns (no Decembers…): 

CLOSE KWH19 KWK19 KWN19 CH19 CK19 CN19 WH19 MWH19 MWK19 SF18 

11/30 $5.00 $5.11 $5.22 $3.78 $3.85 $3.92 $5.16 $5.76 $5.82 $8.95 

11/23 $4.86 $4.99 $5.11 $3.71 $3.78 $3.86 $5.00 $5.71 $5.77 $8.81 

11/16 $5.07 $5.18 $5.29 $3.76 $3.84 $3.90 $5.07 $5.74 $5.80 $8.92 

11/09 $5.09 $5.23 $5.34 $3.81 $3.89 $3.96 $5.02 $5.77 $5.85 $8.87 

11/02 $5.28 $5.41 $5.49 $3.83 $3.91 $3.97 $5.09 $5.88 $5.96 $8.88 

10/26 $5.27 $5.40 $5.49 $3.80 $3.88 $3.94 $5.05 $5.86 $5.94 $8.58 

10/19 $5.41 $5.54 $5.60 $3.80 $3.87 $3.93 $5.15 $5.99 $6.05 $8.71 

10/12 $5.48 $5.61 $5.67 $3.86 $3.93 $3.98 $5.17 $6.02 $6.08 $8.82 

10/05 $5.47 $5.58 $5.64 $3.80 $3.87 $3.92 $5.21 $6.04 $6.11 $8.83 

09/28 $5.35 $5.48 $5.50 $3.68 $3.76 $3.81 $5.09 $5.87 $5.95 $8.60 

09/21 $5.49 $5.61 $5.61 $3.69 $3.77 $3.83 $5.22 $5.98 $6.06 $8.61 

We pointed out that beans have 3 blue numbers, so in my opinion, shorts were covered, and a new 

higher close Friday will be new long positions. Corn Sunday night started higher too, although it’s not 

directly affected by tariffs, BUT if $10 beans are back, then that will certainly directly impact (reduce) 

corn planted acres this spring. The table shows H corn is a dime above old resting sell-stops, but also 

only 8c below new expected buy-stops. I had been expecting corn to do nothing until late June, but 

things have changed, quickly. If beans don’t completely fall apart, corn should make a run at $4.00. 
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What about wheat? China doesn’t buy any HRW, but they do buy quite a bit of spring wheat, maybe up 

to 1.5 million tonnes, or so, coming from the USA and Canada, and it’s all been Canada since the Trade 

Wars began. We’ve seen a very wide spread between Vancouver, BC and the PNW resulting, with trade 

patterns disrupted, and based on this dinner agreement, I would expect that spread to narrow, although 

the timing is the tricky part, and the same question “what about the existing import duty China 

imposed?” and same answer “politics” needs better definition. 

Spring wheat acreage will also be greatly affected by Ten Dollar Beans, assuming they exist, and of 

course by mid-March, we will know much more than we do tonight. 

Here is my updated “Planting Decision” scorecard, which shows beans gaining a lot on wheat, with more 

to come. The early conclusion from this table is “if planting decisions are made based on expected 

prices, then hedging needs to occur”, and the corollary is “as I don’t think hedging occurs at that time, 

this table is not good news if winter wheat acreage increased this fall”. 

 

 

I think this table is fascinating in a morbid way and is worth further study. 

 

 This article about a Grain Elevator manager disappearing with about $5 million is also morbidly 

fascinating… 

• http://www.startribune.com/big-game-small-town-and-a-5-million-mystery-in-tiny-ashby-

minn/501713721/ 

 

That’s an updated story; when it first broke on Sept. 17, the amount missing was “only” $2 million.  

 

 

 

KC N19 Corn Z19 Beans X19 KC - corn beans - KC Beans - corn MGEX U19 beans - MGEX

11/30/2018 5.22$      4.03$      9.39$      1.19$     4.17$        5.36$         5.97$      3.42$            

11/23/2018 5.11$      3.95$      9.31$      1.16$     4.20$        5.36$         5.93$      3.38$            

11/16/2018 5.29$      3.98$      9.37$      1.31$     4.08$        5.39$         5.97$      3.40$            

11/9/2018 5.34$      4.03$      9.37$      1.31$     4.03$        5.34$         6.00$      3.37$            

11/2/2018 5.49$      3.97$      9.33$      1.52$     3.84$        5.36$         6.11$      3.22$            

10/26/2018 5.49$      4.03$      9.10$      1.46$     3.61$        5.07$         6.09$      3.01$            

10/19/2018 5.60$      4.00$      9.18$      1.60$     3.58$        5.18$         6.17$      3.01$            

10/12/2018 5.67$      4.05$      9.32$      1.62$     3.65$        5.27$         6.19$      3.13$            

10/5/2018 5.64$      4.01$      9.35$      1.63$     3.71$        5.34$         6.22$      3.13$            

9/28/2018 5.50$      3.91$      9.12$      1.59$     3.62$        5.21$         6.09$      3.03$            

9/21/2018 5.61$      3.94$      9.13$      1.67$     3.52$        5.19$         6.16$      2.97$            

9/14/2018 5.53$      3.90$      8.92$      1.63$     3.39$        5.02$         6.10$      2.82$            

9/7/2018 5.48$      3.97$      8.99$      1.51$     3.51$        5.02$         6.09$      2.90$            

8/31/2018 5.81$      3.95$      8.98$      1.86$     3.17$        5.03$         6.26$      2.72$            

8/24/2018 5.80$      3.93$      9.00$      1.87$     3.20$        5.07$         6.22$      2.78$            

8/17/2018 5.97$      4.05$      9.29$      1.92$     3.32$        5.24$         6.48$      2.81$            
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Ok, one final morbidly fascinating look at…the expiring KC Z-H. If this isn’t a train wreck, I’ll be surprised. 

We know the basis has been very strong, possibly strong enough to limit the amount of deliveries, 

although earning 11c/month storage is a definite incentive to make delivery. We know both long and 

short positions are usually liquidated before first notice day, and we also know that when it comes to 

gas mileage or how they did on a trade, everybody lies… 

Here’s a chart of the expiring KC Z-H: 

 

I can only surmise that the very strong basis made a trader with a long Z position expecting no deliveries 

to stand on his position on first notice day, and the spread moved 12c overnight!, and then when 400 

contracts were delivered the second day, any remaining long positions will now be scrambling the other 

way. Conversely, a big short position that waited until Friday to roll wasn’t paying attention either. 

Rags to riches to …? As always, Greed’s a terrible thing.  

Does the updated Export Pace scorecard give us clues on who “won”? 

THIS 
WEEK’S 

Weekly loadings 
(mil bu) 

Accumulated 
in season 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

# of weeks 
remaining 

Bu per 
week 
needed 

HRW 2.675 104.6 360.0   255.4 27 9.46 

       

HRS 1.951 107.4 295.0   187.6 27 6.94 

       

LAST 
WEEK’s 

Weekly loadings Accumulated 
in season 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

# of weeks 
remaining 

Bu per 
week 
needed 

HRW 5.474 101.9 360.0   258.1 28 9.22 
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HRS 8.127 104.6 295.0   190.4 28 6.80 

       

The scorecard is not good. Last week’s wheat export loadings were crummy. 

That didn’t prevent the futures from rallying 14c or so, but it doesn’t make a strong case for standing on 

the Z, wanting delivery wheat. 

How about the Gulf bids?  

They have rolled to the H, at about a 15c carry: 

 

This shows 12% protein is down 8c from last week, but if at a 15c carry, then the bid is actually 7c 

higher. Ords are a nickel higher. Thus the basis is still very firm, and possibly that makes the long Z 

position’s argument a little better, and makes you wonder why the Short waited so long to roll his short 

hedges. 

The Gulf is showing 12’s at a 32c premium to ords. What is the spread between 11.0’s and 12.0’s? Let’s 

call it a dime, making 11’s 20c or so discount to 12’s. So we’re calling Gulf 11’s worth +132, and say 

freight is $1.20, and load out charges are at least 15c, so the taker is out 3c, plus the storage clock ticks 

daily.  

It’s not super clear-cut; it’s about equally crummy for both maker and taker. After Friday’s wild day, 

there were 1029 contracts open, and the new deliveries (400) reduces open interest to 629, which is 

manageable enough for both long and short to get stubborn if they wish to, and if so, would cost them 

both money. 

 

The market is at work. Probably want to keep both hands in your pockets… 

 

 

 

GULF

date 12 pro ords diff

11/30/2018 152 120 32 H

11/23/2018 160 130 30

11/16/2018 160 130 30

11/9/2018 160 130 30

11/2/2018 160 130 30

10/26/2018 120 110 10

10/19/2018 120 110 10

10/12/2018 120 107 13

10/5/2018 120 107 13

9/28/2018 117 106 11

9/21/2018 117 105 12

9/14/2018 120 105 15

9/7/2018 124 84 40 Z
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WHICH WAY…is KC March heading? The Trade War time-out puts the brakes on the move to $4.00. Long 

term, I still think it’s coming, but $10 Beans makes growing winter wheat ever so less attractive. 

The chart shows the steep downtrend took a breather: 

 

The blue line up by $5.50 will be tough resistance for several weeks, but soybeans should make pushing 

wheat below $4.86 an unattractive proposition for now. It would be easier to talk glowingly about 

wheat’s potential if it weren’t wheat we were talking about. 

 

Bids in the country are still rolling to the March; some were still posted over the Dec (Z) Friday, which in 

my opinion is… laziness. 

I have converted these all to the H, at -15c, to determine if the basis bids are up, down, or unchanged. 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

11/30 $4.17-$4.50 $4.62 $4.31-$4.40 $4.29-$4.50 $4.70-$4.70 

11/23 $3.91-$4.21 $4.21 $4.01-$4.16 $4.02-$4.26 $4.31-$4.41 

11/16 $4.13-$4.43 $4.38 $4.23-$4.28 $4.25-$4.43 $4.53-$4.63 

11/09 $4.18-$4.48 $4.38 $4.28-$4.33 $4.25-$4.33 $4.58-$4.58 

11/02 $4.34-$4.64 $4.54 $4.49-$4.49 $4.36-$4.49 $4.64-$4.74 

10/26 $4.30-$4.55 $4.45 $4.35-$4.45 $4.30-$4.45 $4.55-$4.60 
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10/19 $4.45-$4.70 $4.56 $4.51-$4.51 $4.41-$4.61 $4.71-$4.71 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

11/30 (H) -83, -50 -38 -69, -60 -71, -50 -30, -30 

11/23 (Z) -70, -40 -40 -60, -45 -58, -35 -30, -20 

11/16 -70, -40 -45 -60, -55 -58, -40 -30, -20 

11/09 -70, -40 -50 -60, -55 -63, -55 -30, -30 

11/02 -70, -40 -50 -55, -55 -68, -55 -40, -30 

10/26 -70, -45 -55 -65, -55 -70, -55 -45, -40 

10/19 -70, -45 -60 -65, -65 -75, -55 -45, -45 

Date Concordia Salina Hutchinson Wichita Ark City 

11/30 (H) -50 -35, -19 -33, -24 -17, -17 -31 

11/23 (Z) -25 -15, -15 -24, -15 -10, -08 -19 

11/16 -30 -20, -20 -29, -15 -15, -13 -19 

11/09 -40 -25, -25 -41, -25 -25, -23 -25 

11/02 -45 -30, -30 -41, -25 -25, -25 -27 

10/26 -45 -35, -35 -41, -35 -28, -25 -27 

10/19 -45 -40, -40 -41, -35 -28, -25 -27 

 

Most basis bids were higher, although a couple were lower. We’ll probably see more equalizing this 

week. Left unsolved is why the basis remains so strong with such a weak Export Pace scorecard. The best 

answer is everyone expects it to improve (I guess), and that’s probably what moved the KC Z-H so much 

Friday. But with delivery wheat, the meter is running. Time is not free. 

 

The good news is I don’t expect this week to be boring, except for the weather. But in that regard, at this 

time of year, boring ain’t all bad. 

Have a good week. 
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